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Plant of the Month: Blechnum spicant
Joe Sime

It is at this time of the year when the truly evergreen ferns come into their own, and
one of the best of these is Blechnum spicant. This is a widespread species occurring
in western North America, N.E. Asia and Europe. It is known as the deer fern or the
hard fern. Like other members of the genus it produces two types of fronds: low
growing, green sterile fronds about 18 ins long that form a bright mat at this time of
the year and are shown in the photo, and taller (up to 3 ft) upright, fertile fronds
growing from the centre of the clump. Once the spores are cast in early autumn
these die back, and can be trimmed off if you are a tidy gardener. It is a trouble free
plant accepting any spot in full or part shade, although it would like some moisture
occasionally. The one shown is by a path at the foot of a young oak tree.
They are said to divide easily (I have not tried) and to grow quite well from spore.
And if you are hungry, the North American Indians used to eat the roots and make
tea from the fronds!

Epimedium (a love affair!)
Colin Moat
It’s always quite interesting when putting together a piece like this to hark back to
when you first became attracted to the plant you are writing about. It happened
probably more than 20 years ago at a plant fair, and I was wowed by seeing a
fabulous display offered by Europa Nursery (then based in London but they moved
to Devon, and, I believe, closed their nursery). Shortly after that I visited another
plant fair in Beervelde, Belgium and discovered Koen van Poucke and his incredible
collection after which I was hooked.
The attractions for me are many. There is a delicacy and daintiness to their flowers
held pendulous on their incredibly thin stems, hence their common names of ‘Fairy
Wings’ and ‘Bishop’s Hat’ (their other common name of ‘Barrenwort’ and ‘Horny Goat
Weed’ alludes to their centuries long use in Chinese medicine, and I’ll leave you to
explore that on Google!). This flower power would probably be enough on its own,
but when it is combined with many wonderful types and colours of foliage, a general
gardening robustness, a tolerance, even a requirement for shade then I knew I had
met a plant I wanted to explore further. The additional bonus is that it is an ideal
companion for so many other woodland plants, acting as a highlight and a foil, in
equal measures.
They, rightly, seem to be enjoying a resurgence in popularity, which follows the
exploits of plant explorers like Darrel Probst from USA and Mikinori Ogisu from
Japan, finding new species in China and Asia, in previous decades. These they have
bred (and cross bred) and the results have been distributed and the additional skills
of our own Robin White, Elizabeth Strangman,
Graham Gough and Dr Julian Sutton (and in
France, Thierry Delabroye and Belgium, Koen
van Poucke) amongst many others, have
increased these, and produced many additional
hybrids too, some of which are outstanding
garden plants.
I think it is fair to say that the usual description
of some of the older garden varieties, like E.
pinnatum subsp. colchicum (AGM) is that they
are good ‘groundcover’ which is like being
damned by faint praise. It is a really robust
variety, useful in dry shade, and offers
outstanding foliage. To get the best display
shear off the old foliage in February, and you
will then enjoy their sprays of yellow flowers
followed by excellent patterned foliage, and
they are great weed suppressant too. In fact,
one of my favourites, E. x versicolor ‘Cupreum’
which could fall into that ‘groundcover’ category,
is an outstanding plant with its combination of
lemon and peach flowers and very attractive
foliage.

E. x versicolor ‘Cupreum’

What is new in the modern varieties is the ability
to use them as specimen plants. A specimen like
E. ‘Pink Champagne’ (AGM) with its two tone
light and dark pink flowers (over two months!)
backed by its very attractive reddish-bronze, with
maroon speckling, leaf, which ages to green with
brick red speckles, looks fabulous skirting the
base of Solomon’s Seal, Polygonatum x
hybridum (especially the black leaved form
‘Betburg’).

E. 'Pink Champagne'

Alternatively, you could combine E. ‘Flowers of
Sulphur’ with its early chalky yellow flower and
pale green leaves, with the ‘Welsh Poppy’
Papaver cambricum, or, silky soft ‘Bowles
Golden Grass’ Milium effusum ‘Aureum‘, with
the outstanding E. ‘Amber Queen’ (AGM)
whose flowering stems can reach a metre long.
Combining any of them with early showing
ferns also provides a winning combination.

E. ‘Flowers of Sulphur’

There are a number of E. grandiflorum hybrids all
offering a wonderful range of colours, although E.
grandiflorum itself is quite lovely being white with a
hint of pink. For me though, the E. grandiflorum
hybrids have the slight disadvantage of being
deciduous, and it’s also worth knowing that it prefers
a neutral to acid soil.
E. grandiflorum

Another word of caution is that whilst the new varieties in general are wonderful, do a
bit of research first as they are not all as happy in the classic dry shade that is
normally recommended. The Chinese species and their hybrids seem to favour a bit
more moisture and repay the adding of compost, or soil improver, when planting.
In consideration of the above mentioned changes, I was honoured to be asked to
chair the (2018) RHS Round Table to review existing AGM awards and recommend
new varieties. So, with some of my favourites, I’ve mentioned below some forms that
in my view are worth seeking out:
E. grandiflorum ‘Akagiza Kura’ (AGM)
E. ‘Domino’ (AGM)
E. ‘Red Maximum’ (AGM)
E. acuminatum ‘Night Mistress’ (AGM)
E. ‘King Prawn’
E. ‘Spine Tingler’ (AGM)
E. x omeiense ‘Akane’
E. grandiflorum ‘Circe’, (AGM)
E. ‘Kodau Murasaki’ (AGM)
E. ‘Sam Taylor’ (named after my grandson)

E. grandiflorum ‘Akagiza Kura’

E. ‘Domino’

E. acuminatum ‘Night Mistress’

E. ‘Red Maximum’

E. x omeiense ‘Akane’

E. ‘Sam Taylor’

E. ‘Kodau Murasaki’

I feel I have just scratched the surface of this wonderful range of plants, but
hopefully, I have encouraged you to find out more. A good starting point for further
research is the recent excellent book by Sally Gregson ‘The Plant Lovers Guide to
Epimediums’ (Timber Press) and you will be delighted to know that it explains in
great detail why epimediums have been called ‘Horny Goat Weed’!

Growing Woodland Plants from Seed - a Personal
Perspective
Wendy Sime
You will have received your seeds from the main seed distribution by now, and if you
haven't ordered, you can always request seed from the S&WPG via Shade Monthly.
But it has turned my mind to my favourite job in the garden, growing new plants.
Growing any plant from seed can be a worthwhile and indeed exciting adventure and
it doesn't have to involve pots, pricking out, propagators, cold frame or anything
other than some seed and a bit of garden. A few years ago there was a super
bumper seed summer and we found ourselves with an excess of Cyclamen
hederifolium seed. What could we possibly do with it all? As we were just starting a
new woodland garden, I decided, with permission from the head gardener of course,
to try just broadcast-sowing in patches and see what happened, hoping some would
germinate and at least a few plants
would survive out there 'in the wild'.
The result within a couple of years
was cyclamen as ground cover.
After a couple more years the plants
were getting congested, so the
bigger plants were transplanted into
a new area of the ever expanding
woodland garden. As you can see
from the photo, nature has given us
a glorious selection of leaf shapes
and markings, as well as a superb
weed suppressant.
But seed of desirable plants seldom come in the quantities it did that year so I have
to be a bit more careful with the seed in order to produce at least one mature plant
from the few precious seeds in glassine envelopes that arrive in the post from the
seed distribution. And over the past many years of trial and error, and help from
others, I have got a bit better.
Pauline Cooper wrote an excellent article in the Hardy Plant Vol. 36, No.1 in the
spring of 2015 about her journey from novice to, in my view, one of the top suppliers
to the sales table in the Shropshire Group.
http://www.hardy-plant.org.uk/docs/publications/journal/36a/wholejournal.pdf#page=61
In this article she mentions a book by HPS Shropshire member Peter Thompson,
'Creative Propagation'. I purchased my copy, signed by the author, on the same day
as Pauline and it was a revelation to me too. Rather than giving strict rules or
recipes, this book explains why certain groups of plants like or need certain
conditions to thrive, if you like, the theory behind propagation, but for gardeners, not
botanists. With that knowledge I was able to branch out and experiment to find the
best route for me to improved rates of success.

Because our garden is dominated by trees, from 300 year old oaks to saplings
planted last year, it has by default become a shade garden. So my main efforts go
into producing woodland plants. I have decided that woodland plants can be a bit
tricky to germinate and grow on to plants big enough to be planted out for one simple
reason - they are slow. From their very nature of growing in dull, cool conditions in
shade, the chemistry of growth is going to be slow; therefore as growers we have to
take care of them for longer than we would for a sun lover that can go from seed to
flowers in a few months. So every step in propagation should support the idea that it
is going to take a while, but not be a burden to the grower. Or put another way, give
the seed the conditions where it can get on with germinating and growing while the
grower can go off and do something else, only returning occasionally with some
water and perhaps slug pellets to check how things are getting on. And that period
could well be two or many more years. But I won't be sitting there staring at my pot of
seed waiting for it to flower; I'll be busy doing other things and I'll get a pleasant
surprise when that first flower does appear.
So that brings us to practicalities. What could possibly go wrong between sowing a
seed and planting out? Well - lots of things, which we have to make provision for
before the seed is sown, a horticultural game of chess?
To quote Peter Thompson, 'Seeds germinate only when they are provided with all
the components of their natural environment necessary for germination, in a form
and sequence, which sets off the chain of events leading to the production of
seedlings.' (Creative Propagation 2nd edition, p 38)
Nature has worked out the best conditions for growing plants. If we try to reproduce
those conditions, we have a better chance of success than if we ignore the plant's
preferences. Nursery owners who want to produce the maximum number of plants in
the quickest time possible can turn to the botanists who have worked out that so
much time at one temperature, followed by so much time at another temperature and
fed with this hormone and given this much light will give the very best results. I have
tried doing some that, but I found it a bore and actually hasn't worked that well for
me. So I have found that trying to imitate nature's good conditions and eliminating
her bad ones, e.g. drought or slugs, give me quite good results, if perhaps a bit
slower.
So as a general rule of thumb in growing woodlanders, here are the conditions I try
to provide.
Timing: Sow as soon as the seed is ripe if it's from your own garden, or available if
it's from the seed distribution or a purchased packet. This is usually, but not
necessarily, autumn. But why 'as soon as ripe'? If you are lucky the seed may
germinate straight away because all the conditions for germination have been
satisfied. If there is a delay there is the likelihood that the seed will go into a period of
dormancy waiting for the right conditions. That will probably be the following spring,
but for some, which require two winters, that could mean an 18 month wait. If seeds
do germinate immediately ensure that the seedlings are kept frost-free over their first
winter.

Compost for Sowing: Woodland soil tends to be light and fluffy and full of old leaves,
bits of twig and bark, and microscopic organisms. To reproduce this when sowing, I
use sieved multipurpose compost as the base, horticultural sand as a mineral
element, and perlite and coarse horticultural grit to mimic the drainage and 'openness' that twigs supply. I don't use vermiculite here as I have found that it can
collapse over time and form soggy airless lumps. Seeds can take two winters to
germinate plus another year for the seedlings to get big enough to prick out. You
want the compost to stay light and aerated the whole time.
Compost for Pricking Out into Small Pots: I use the same mix as above:
multipurpose compost but not sieved just fluffed up, sand, grit and perlite for
drainage, plus added ingredients of some home-made leaf mould, because I read a
long time ago that it was good, but I've lost the reference, and just a bit of molehill
soil from the grassy, loamy areas in the garden. This latter is to introduce the microorganisms that some writers claim is essential for the more difficult plants to thrive.
(There is a very interesting article in Alpine Gardener of December 2018 about the
benefits microbes bestow on snowdrops.) I don't usually add any additional fertiliser
at this stage but if the plants are being particularly slow and hence will be in these
pots for a longer period of time than usual, I will water with a weak solution of a liquid
feed. Bulbs especially, like arisaemas, cardiocrinums and lilies, do benefit from being
given an extra feed.
Compost for Growing On in Large Pots (to get large enough to be planted out in the
garden): At this stage I try to bridge the gap between the benign compost of the
seedling stage and the soil of the final destination. So the compost is one third
multipurpose compost, one third leaf mould, one third molehill soil and some
bonemeal or fish, blood and bone. The latter can be tricky if you have a dog that digs
for buried bones, but I find the long-term growth is stronger than if I use slow release
fertiliser pellets. (The Guzmans in their excellent book on arisaemas recommend
bonemeal over the pellets.)
Location: Writers usually recommend leaving pots of freshly sown seeds out in the
open, or in the lea of a north wall, to experience all weather to break dormancy. I
tried this many years ago and got lovely crops of birch and willow trees and once a
robin's nest, nice but not what I was seeking. Instead I have turned to more
protection. Now I put my little pots into a plain tray with a propagator lid set ajar and
the vents open. The propagators are put into a shaded polytunnel that has fine
netting on the sides rather than plastic sheeting. The temperature varies naturally,
not too hot as it would get in a greenhouse, but as cold as winter wants to be, and I
can control the watering - no floods or drought, no weed seeds, no gale-force winds
to blow the pots around, no robins. The seeds find this perfectly acceptable. Not
everyone has a dedicated polytunnel but an open cold frame with a bit of netting to
keep out the undesirables should do just as well.
Watering: A major problem for pots left sitting undisturbed in damp conditions for a
long time is the appearance of moss and liverwort on the surface. I have seen only
strong monocotyledon leaves manage to break through the surface when liverwort
has taken hold. Of course I should be vigilant and remove the first sign of any weed
but life just isn't like that. Ideally I should do something to prevent the moss and
liverwort in the first place. So I try, but I still haven't found a perfect solution. But the

following certainly do help. The basic idea is to find a way to get moisture to the
seeds while keeping the surface of the compost fairly dry. And always use tap water,
not stored rain barrel water which could introduce all sorts of nasties to your pots. A
thin top layer of perlite keeps the surface drier than liverwort likes, but this is not so
desirable for really fine seed like hydrangea. Water carefully around the outside edge
of the pot and not the centre in the hope that the centre surface stays dryish and the
seeds get moisture from migrating water from the sides and below. Sit the pots on
good quality capillary matting kept permanently moist, and never water the surface
from above. Water with a very dilute solution of potassium permanganate at a
strength where the water is barely pink. When I have tried this, there did not appear
to be any damage to the emerging seedlings. Keep the propagator lid ajar in a place
where there is a good movement of air over the surface of the compost. Stagnant
moist air is moss's favourite thing. Some combination of these tricks might help.
Planting out in the Garden: Don't rush it. Joe and I find this one of the hardest
decisions to make in the garden. Guzman (see above) recommends planting out
arisaema bulbs when they reach 1 cm across, which means roughly two years
growing on in the pot. For Cardiocrinum giganteum, it could mean much longer.
There is the problem that some plants just do not like to be in a pot. I'm still looking
for a solution for this but fortunately it doesn't happen very often.
Growing woodlanders from seed is generally not a quick way to increase stock, but
for rarities, it could be the only way. But no pain, no gain.
So appreciate what has gone on before when you see woodland plants for sale at
your local group and be adventurous, try a new one you've never heard of. Someone
has nurtured it for some time.

Available Seed
The following late seed should be ripe by the middle of the month. If you would like
some of the seed offered below and are a paid up member of the Shade Group send
a S.A.E to S.J.Sime at Park Cottage, Penley, Wrexham, LL13 0LS. Please include
your email address in case there is a query.
If you have seed to donate please send it to the same address.

Ampelopsis megalophylla
Anemonopsis macrophylla ex double form
Aquilegia canadensis
Aquilegia longissima
Arisaema ciliatum
Cardiocrinum cordatum TCM-12-969
Cardiocrinum giganteum var. yunnanense
Euonymus myrianthus
Hydrangea aspera subsp. villosa
Hydrangea heteromalla var. xanthoneura ‘Wilsonii’
Hydrangea paniculata ex ‘Brussels Lace’
Hydrangea scandens subsp. chinensis f. macrosepalum
Impatiens arguta ‘Alba’
Kirengeshoma palmata
Meconopsis paniculata
Rhododendron yakusianum
Rosa moyesii
Sarcococca ruscifolia
Senecio tangutica

Name this Plant
Name this Plant Y********* c*********
Back to the boring written puzzles after the great picture one of last month.
Herbs perennial, with a short, thickened, slightly fleshy rhizome, glabrous Leaves
usually more than 10, oblanceolate, basally gradually narrowed to a petiole; petiole
5--12 cm × 2--4 mm; leaf blade 3--13 × 2--4.6 cm, apex acuminate. Scape usually
slightly longer than basal leaves. Raceme 6--10-flowered. Pedicel 4--6 mm, nearly
as long as tepals. Tepals white or pink, spatulate-oblanceolate, 4--5 × 1.5--2 mm, 3-5-veined. Stamens 5--6 mm, slightly extending beyond tepals at anthesis. Ovary
slightly 3-lobed apically; lobes 1/5--1/4 as long as ovary. Style 6--7 mm, slightly
longer than stamens; stigma capitate, slightly or scarcely 3-lobed. Capsule broadly
ovoid, ca. 2/3 as long as persistent tepals. Seeds ca. 4 mm. Fl. Mar--Apr, fr. Apr-May.
* Shady places on slopes, hillsides along streams; 1000--1400 m. NW Guangdong,
Guangxi, Guizhou, S Hunan.

The solution to last month’s puzzle was a summary of the history of names for a
member of the herbaceous Berberidaceae that started in 1694 as ‘Anapodophyllum’
or ‘duck foot leaf’ which became ‘Podophyllum’ or simply ‘foot leaf’ and is now
‘Sinopodophyllum’ or ‘Chinese foot leaf’. This new name seems illogical to me .
There are many podophyllum species that are endemic to China, but hexandrum is
not one of them, growing as it does across the sino-himalayan region as far west as
India.

https://www.facebook.com/HPS-Shade-Woodland-Group-849344638531856/
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